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We propose a new model for the turbulent evolution of a perfectly inviscid, unforced,
two-dimensional fluid unlimited in space. This model combines a recent theory of vortex
self-similarity (Dritschel et al. 1998), applicable to the range of scales spanned by the
vortex population, with the theory of equipartition (Fox & Orszag 1973), applicable to
the larger scales at late times when the rate of evolution becomes very slow. This model
predicts an energy spectrum E(k, t) ∝ t1/3k1 at large scales, together with E(k, t) ∝

t−2/3k−5 over the vortex population, and finally E(k, t) ∝ t−1k−3 (Batchelor 1969) over
an exponentially-widening small-scale range dominated by incoherent filamentary debris.
This filamentary range moves to progressively higher wavenumbers, carrying with it
nearly all of the enstrophy (mean-square vorticity) but negligible energy.

Analogous results follow for a three-dimensional (rotating stratified) quasi-geostrophic
fluid. In this case, equipartition at late times gives rise to a spectrum E(k, t) ∝ t9/20k2

at large scales, while the emergence of a self-similar population of vortices gives rise to
a spectrum E(k, t) ∝ t−3/4k−6 at intermediate scales. As in two dimensions, the small-
scale spectrum has the form E(k, t) ∝ t−1k−3 (Charney 1971), and moves to ever higher
wavenumbers while spreading exponentially.

1. Introduction

One of the most fascinating aspects of fluid flows is turbulence. It is also perhaps the
most poorly understood. Turbulence is the primary result of fluid-dynamical nonlinearity,
operating over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales (cf. Davidson, 2004 & refs.).
This range grows with the Reynolds number, or the inverse of viscosity. Yet turbulence
is not a state of complete disorder, but rather a semi-organised state exhibiting coherent
structures (e.g. vortices) and self-similar scaling properties (e.g. power-law spectra).

Turbulence is found in a great number of physical systems, ranging in scale from quan-
tum to astrophysical dimensions. There is little hope of a universal theory applicable to
all systems, but some idealised systems now appear to be within reach. Two such sys-
tems are the focus of the present paper: the two-dimensional (2D) Euler equations, and
the three-dimensional (3D) quasi-geostrophic (QG) equations, the latter governing the
motion of a rapidly rotating, stably-stratified geophysical fluid. The systems are in many
ways analogous: both have a materially conserved quantity, vorticity or potential vor-
ticity, respectively. In the inviscid situation considered here, both systems evolve purely
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Batchelor (Phys. Fluids, vol. 12, 1969, p. 233) developed a theory of two-dimensional
turbulence based on the assumption that the dissipation of enstrophy (mean-square
vorticity) tends to a finite non-zero constant in the limit of infinite Reynolds number
Re. Here, by assuming power-law spectra, including the one predicted by Batchelor’s
theory, we prove that the maximum dissipation of enstrophy is in fact zero in
this limit. Specifically, as Re → ∞, the dissipation approaches zero no slower than
(ln Re)−1/2. The physical reason behind this result is that the decrease of viscosity
enhances the production of both palinstrophy (mean-square vorticity gradients) and
its dissipation – but in such a way that the net growth of palinstrophy is less rapid
than the decrease of viscosity, resulting in vanishing enstrophy dissipation. This result
generalizes to a rich class of quasi-geostrophic models as well as to the case of a passive
tracer in layerwise-two-dimensional turbulent flows having bounded enstrophy.

1. Introduction

The evolution of an unforced two-dimensional incompressible fluid under the effects
of molecular viscosity is governed by the vorticity equation,

qt + J (ψ, q) = ν�q, (1.1)

where q(x, y, t) is the vorticity, J (φ, ϕ) = φxϕy − φyϕx , ν is the kinematic viscosity
and ψ(x, y, t) is the streamfunction. The vorticity, streamfunction and fluid velocity u

are related by q = �ψ = n̂ · ∇ × u, or equivalently u = (−ψy, ψx) = (−�−1qy, �
−1qx),

where n̂ is the normal vector to the fluid domain. All fields are assumed to be periodic
in both x and y and to have zero average.

Equation (1.1) has been actively studied for decades. An important question
concerns the direct transfer of the mean-square vorticity (twice the enstrophy) and
its dissipation for high Reynolds numbers. This problem is interesting as it resembles
the direct transfer of energy and its dissipation in a three-dimensional fluid. In a
seminal work on this subject, Batchelor (1969) predicted that when an initial vorticity
reservoir spreads out in a virtually inviscid region of wavenumber space, an enstrophy
spectrum proportional to k−1 forms in the ‘inertial range’. This uniform redistribution
of enstrophy among the wavenumber octaves of the inertial range eventually reaches
a scale around which viscous dissipation is considerable, resulting in a non-negligible
enstrophy dissipation rate. In the inviscid limit, this dissipation rate is assumed
to remain finite, i.e. the growth of the mean-square vorticity gradients (twice the
palinstrophy) is assumed to be proportional to ν−1 as ν → 0.
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Recent mathematical results have shown that a central assumption in the theory of
two-dimensional turbulence proposed by Batchelor (Phys. Fluids, vol. 12, 1969, p. 233)
is false. That theory, which predicts a χ2/3k−1 enstrophy spectrum in the inertial range
of freely-decaying turbulence, and which has evidently been successful in describing
certain aspects of numerical simulations at high Reynolds numbers Re, assumes that
there is a finite, non-zero enstrophy dissipation χ in the limit of infinite Re. This,
however, is not true for flows having finite vorticity. The enstrophy dissipation in fact
vanishes.

We revisit Batchelor’s theory and propose a simple modification of it to ensure
vanishing χ in the limit Re → ∞. Our proposal is supported by high Reynolds
number simulations which confirm that χ decays like 1/ ln Re, and which, following
the time of peak enstrophy dissipation, exhibit enstrophy spectra containing an
increasing proportion of the total enstrophy 〈ω2〉/2 in the inertial range as Re
increases. Together with the mathematical analysis of vanishing χ , these observations
motivate a straightforward and, indeed, alarmingly simple modification of Batchelor’s
theory: just replace Batchelor’s enstrophy spectrum χ2/3k−1 with 〈ω2〉k−1(ln Re)−1.

1. Introduction

Recently, two distinct approaches to the problem of enstrophy dissipation in
two-dimensional turbulence have reached the conclusion that, for finite vorticity,
the enstrophy dissipation vanishes in the inviscid limit, ν → 0. The approach of
Lopes Filho, Mazzucato & Nussenzveig Lopes (2006), applicable to finite times only,
has its roots in the mathematical analyses of DiPerna & Majda (1987), DiPerna &
Lions (1989) and Eyink (2001), who exploited the convergence of Navier–Stokes
solutions to their Euler counterparts under certain conditions on the vorticity
field, in particular the condition of bounded enstrophy (mean-square vorticity). The
approach of Tran & Dritschel (2006), applied basic inequalities to the evolution of
palinstrophy, or the mean-square vorticity gradient, and assumed power-law spectra
for the enstrophy inertial range. This approach provides the upper bound on the
enstrophy dissipation

ν〈|∇ω|2〉 �
||ω||∞ 〈ω2〉

(lnRe)1/2
, (1.1)

which is valid uniformly in time. Here 〈·〉 denotes the domain average, ω is the
vorticity, ||ω||∞ is its supremum, 〈ω2〉 is (twice) the enstrophy and Re is an appropriate
Reynolds number.
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There has been renewed interest in two-dimensional

turbulence in recent years, motivated by its applicability

as a simple model for large-scale geophysical flows.

Earth’s atmosphere has an approximate two-dimensional

structure, as the troposphere is only approximately 10 km

deep, while the horizontal extension is more than

40 000 km. Moreover, the fast rotation of Earth leads to a

vertical alignment enhancing the two-dimensional charac-

ter of large-scale dynamics. As a result, two-dimensional

turbulence has been regarded as the simplest model for

understanding some of the mechanisms in turbulent trans-

port in atmospheric and oceanic flows.

In the seminal work by Batchelor [1] and Kraichnan

[2,3], a spectral approach, local in wave number space, was

adopted to deduce a k�3 scaling of the energy spectrum in

the inertial range, which is dominated by nonlinear trans-

port and is not directly affected by viscosity. According to

their theory, two-dimensional turbulence is characterized

by an inverse energy cascade primarily towards larger

scales, a property first noted by Onsager [4], and a direct

enstrophy cascade primarily towards smaller scales [5,6].

There is increasing numerical evidence, however, that the

actual spectrum is significantly steeper than the celebrated

Batchelor-Kraichnan spectrum; see, for example, [7–9]. It

has been argued that vortex dynamics and coherent struc-

tures, which are local in physical space and therefore

nonlocal in spectral space, are responsible for the devia-

tions from the Batchelor-Kraichnan theory. Most of the

energy in a turbulent flow is contained in vortices which

spontaneously form out of initial random fields.

In a series of papers [7,10–12], several scaling theories

have been proposed which take into account the dynamical

importance of vortices. In Refs. [7,10], the algebraic scal-

ing of the energy spectrum was linked to an emerging

distribution of vortices with area A having an algebraic

number density n�A� � A�p. (The area A of a vortex may

be defined as the size of a contiguous region having vor-

ticity, e.g., exceeding the rms vorticity over the domain.)

The exponent p was determined by fitting to numerical

simulations. A temporal scaling of the vortex number

density was proposed in Refs. [11,12]. Assuming that, in

addition to energy, the maximal vorticity during vortex

interactions is conserved, dimensional arguments lead to

n� t��. The analysis, however, assumes vortices of one

particular size and does not predict the value of the scaling

exponent �. Here we present a model which unifies the

spatial and temporal scaling theories and, moreover, deter-

mines the vortex number density as n�A� � t�2=3=A on

using self-similarity. Our theory is supported by high-

resolution numerical simulations.

We begin by writing the total conserved enstrophy per

unit area as

 Q �
Z 1

0

��k�dk �
Z 1

0

k2E�k�dk; (1)

where ��k� and E�k� are the enstrophy and energy spectra

at wave number k. Considering a population of vortices

with a vortex number density n�A� of vortices with area A,

we write

 Qv �
1

2As

Z As

0

!2
vAn�A�dA; (2)

where Qv is the part of Q associated with the vortices, !v

is the vorticity magnitude, and As is an arbitrary domain

size. We now assume that most of the energy is contained

within the vortices and that the vorticity of each vortex !v

does not vary for vortices with different areas A.

Identifying A� k�2 so that dA� k�3dk, comparison of

(1) and (2) gives the energy spectrum

 E �k� �!2
vA

�1
s n�A�k�7: (3)

The vortex number density is assumed to be of the form

n�A� � A�p implying E � k�7�2p. Up to here, our analysis

is equivalent to the one performed in Ref. [10]. Therein, p
is determined by numerically fitting the energy spectrum

(3) for a prescribed vortex distribution. Note that the

classical Batchelor-Kraichnan spectrum is recovered for

p � 2. In the following, however, we show that only

n�A� � A�1 allows for a self-similar vortex distribution.
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The Simulations
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The Results
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Decay of enstrophy and area fraction
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Time-averaged [100, 160] and ensemble-averaged enstrophy spectra
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Experimental Set-up

In each grid box, we uniformly placed 4 × 4 = 16 point vortices of alternating signs.

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

The vortices then cancel each other at the level of the grid, so that initially there is
no enstrophy (or energy) above grid scale.

The vortex strengths are chosen so that the gridded vorticity would equal 4π for
vortices all of the same sign.

To get things going, the vortices are randomly displaced in x and in y by a uniformly-
distributed random number between −∆x and +∆x, where ∆x is the grid length.

Grid resolutions of 2562, 5122 and 10242 were used.

Dritschel, Tran, Scott, Macaskill & Gottwald
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Figure 2. Energy spectra at t = 0 (left) and (right) at times t = 100 (thin solid line), 200
(long dashed line), 300 (bold solid line) and 400 (short dashed line).

as can be seen in the streamfunction field ψ, shown in figure 5 at t = 200, 500 and 2000.
The largest scale in ψ coincides with the transition from E ∼ k1 to k3.

A k3 range is expected, for sufficiently small k, based on the mathematical analysis of
Tran & Dritschel (2006a), who proved that E(k, t) ≤ Ck3t2, for some constant C propor-
tional to the square of the total energy, starting from E(k, 0) = 0 over this wavenumber
range. This growth in E(k, t) at small k is not incompatible with the widening k1 range
seen in figure 3 (and quantified below), and, for example, could be modelled by the
spectral form

E(k, t) ∼
a0k

3

k2 + b2
(2.1)

for a0 ≈ constant and b(t) a decreasing function of t (no faster than t−1 to be consistent
with E(k, t) ≤ Ck3t2 for k ≪ b). This spectral form however is too simple to describe
the nearly fixed form of the spectrum for k ≫ b.

That fixed form, we argue, is a consequence of equipartition, in which a linear combi-
nation of energy |û|2 and enstrophy k2|û|2 spreads itself uniformly among the Fourier
modes (Kraichnan, 1967). This gives rise to the equipartition spectrum

Eeq(k) =
a1k

k2 + c2
(2.2)

where the constants a1 and c are determined from the total energy E =
∫

Eeqdk and
enstrophy Q =

∫

k2Eeqdk, integrated over 0 ≤ k ≤ kmax, where kmax is the maximum
wavenumber used in the truncated inviscid dynamical model. Fox & Orszag (1973) illus-
trate how the spectral shape (controlled by c2) depends on the ratio Q/E, and discuss
the approach to equipartition from non-equilibrium initial conditions. They conducted
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Figure 3. Energy spectra (left) at times t = 500 (thin solid line), 1000 (long dashed line),
1500 (bold solid line) and 2000 (short dashed line), and (right) at t = 2000 individually.
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Figure 4. Total energy E (multiplied by 105) and enstrophy Q in wavenumbers k ≤ 512
versus time t. Note that the initial growth in E and Q is approximately exponential.

truncated spectral simulations of inviscid two-dimensional turbulence and confirmed that
E(k, t) → Eeq(k) at large times.

The present point vortex simulation appears to exhibit similar characteristics. It too
has truncated dynamics, in the sense that no enstrophy cascade can occur below a certain
scale (the individual point vortices are neither created nor destroyed). This appears to
be sufficient for the flow to approach equipartition. But the definitive test is how well the
spectra in figure 3 match the equipartition spectrum (2.2) for the known values of E and
Q. Clearly the equilibrium energy spectrum (2.2) does not explain the energy spectrum
at large scales where we observe a k3 range. However since this range is decreasing over
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Figure 5. Streamfunction ψ(x, t) at t = 200, 500 and 2000 (left to right). A linear greyscale is
used from the minimum (black) to maximum (white) values.

time and being invaded by the k1 spectrum, we may introduce another time-dependent
parameter b(t) and modify (2.2) at low k to have the form of (2.1), leading to the hybrid
spectrum

E(k, t) ∼
ak3

(k2 + b2)(k2 + c2)
(2.3)

and then determine the parameters a(t), b(t) and c(t) from E, Q and the integral
S =

∫

k−2Edk which is the mean-square streamfunction. The additional parameter
b(t) measures the departure from the equilibrium spectrum (2.2) and for b(t) → 0 we
have E(k, t) → Eeq(k). Note that S is not conserved in the exact dynamics, but k−2E

peaks around the wavenumber b controlling the transition between large and intermedi-
ate scales. In any case, these three integrals alone determine the form of the idealised
spectrum (2.3). Figure 6 shows how well (2.3) matches the actual energy spectra over
0 ≤ k ≤ kmax = 512 at early, intermediate and late times in the point vortex simulation.
The agreement is excellent across all wavenumbers, and uniformly in time for t ≥ 300.
Note that these results are not obtained by a least-squares curve fit, but merely by equat-
ing

∫

k−2Edk,
∫

Edk and
∫

k2Edk for E in (2.3) to the known values of S, E and Q in
the point vortex simulation.

The parameters a, b and c are displayed in figure 7 as a function of time for t ≥ 300.
Note that a and c rapidly tend to constant values, while b diminishes like t−1, consistent
with the bound obtained by Tran & Dritschel (2006a). For times t > 1700, the nearly
linear increase in 1/b is arrested. At these times, the simulation becomes increasingly
affected by the finite box size, preventing further scale growth. But we clearly can see
the trend towards the equilibrium spectrum (2.2).

We now consider how equipartition relates to the physical properties of the vortex
distribution. Davidson (2007) has shown that a random distribution of vortex dipoles
gives rise to a k1 energy spectrum at scales larger than the dipoles. This suggests that
our simulation is dominated by dipoles at scales comparable to the energy-enstrophy
scale L (where the spectrum changes over from k−1 to k1). Figure 8 shows that this is
indeed the case, each dipole being composed of many point vortices. Note that the scale
of the dipoles does not grow appreciably over time, but remains of order L. Moreover,
the dipoles are space filling, and an examination of their time evolution shows that they
are short lived (with life times comparable to the enstrophy timescale 1/Q1/2).

As shown next, a random distribution of dipoles implies that the ensemble mean vortic-
ity 〈|ω|〉 over an area of size A should scale as A−3/4. The statistical proof is as follows.
In any sufficiently large area A, the expected number of dipoles is proportional to A.
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Figure 6. Actual energy spectra at t = 300, 800 and 2100 (thin lines) compared to
hybrid-equipartition spectra (bold lines).
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the inverse large-scale wavenumber b (left), spectral amplitude a
(right) together with the small-scale wavenumber c (also right). The linear fit on the left was
obtained by a least-squares analysis over 300 ≤ t ≤ 1700.

Within A, the dipoles contribute nothing to the mean vorticity, but on the periphery of
A, some halves of dipoles will be in A and others will not. Hence, there will be a surplus
of positive or negative vortices. The mean number of surplus vortices scales as the square-
root of the number of dipoles on the periphery of A (since the orientation of the dipoles
is uniformly distributed). But the number of dipoles on the periphery is proportional
to the perimeter of A, which is itself proportional to A1/2. Hence, the mean number of
surplus vortices scales like A1/4. This multiplied by the vortex circulation, and divided
by the area A gives the mean vorticity over A, and therefore 〈|ω|〉 ∝ A−3/4. Figure 9
shows just how good this prediction is, over a very wide range of areas A extending from
the grid scale to the domain scale. Note that a random distribution of vortex monopoles,
by similar arguments, would give 〈|ω|〉 ∝ A−1/2. This is observed in figure 9 at scales
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Figure 8. Point-vortex trajectories over a single unit of time at (left) t = 800 and (right)
t = 2000. Only a thousandth (1/322) of the domain is shown. The energy-enstrophy scale L in
each case is shown beneath each plot. Note that the characteristic large scale 2π/b ∼ 100L.
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Figure 9. Ensemble mean vorticity 〈|ω|〉 versus the sampling area A in the point vortex simu-
lation at times t = 200 (short-dashed line), 600 (thin) and 2000 (bold). The thin and bold lines

are effectively indistinguishable. Lines proportional to A−3/4 and A−1/2 are shown for reference.
Note that L2/Adom ≈ 10−5 at the latter two times.

below the energy-enstrophy scale L. As can be seen from figure 8, these scales are below
the scale of the dipoles and are characterised by individual monopoles (the point vortices
themselves).

3. Late time evolution at all scales

A limitation of the point vortex model just described is that the individual vortices
cannot merge and exhibit an enstrophy cascade. This cascade transfers coherent en-
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Figure 10. Model energy E and enstrophy Ω spectra (left and right) for the non-dimensional
times t = 10, 100 and 1000 as labelled. Here, the total energy and enstrophy are both equal to
1/2. Only the range 10−3 ≤ k ≤ 103 is shown. Logarithmic scales are used.

This ensemble of simulations was used previously in Dritschel et al. (2008) to cor-
roborate our self-similar evolution model of the vortex population. In particular, the
numerical results strongly support the development of a universal vortex number density
n(A, t) ∝ t−2/3A−1 (corresponding to the energy spectrum E(k, t) ∝ t−2/3k−5 over the
range of scales containing the vortex population), and a decay of vortex enstrophy and
vortex area fraction proportional to t−1/3 over the last 90% of the evolution.

The vorticity field at a couple of early times in one simulation is illustrated in Figure 11.
Note the prevalence of filamentary structures at early times and of vortices at later times.
The flow is dominated by vortices at all but the earliest times. Figure 12 shows the
enstrophy spectrum at early, intermediate and late times. Each spectrum is multiplied by
t2/3 so that, in theory, the intermediate ‘vortex wavenumber range’ remains steady. This
appears to work well. At low wavenumbers, we observe a k3 spectrum (which eventually
saturates when energy reaches the domain scale), while at small scales we see a slowly
retreating k−1 range. The apparently slow decay of the k−1 range is due to the t2/3

scaling we have applied.
We now quantify this spectral evolution, and compare it to the ideal evolution in §3.

To this end, we computed the total ‘resolved’ energy, enstrophy and palinstrophy (Er, Qr

and Pr) over the wavenumbers 0 < k ≤ kr (with kr = 512 or 2048 to check sensitivity).

Here, the palinstrophy is given by
∫ kr

0
k4Edk, and is equal to the mean-square vorticity

gradient (divided by 2). Pr is not conserved in the inviscid limit, but it is used here to
help pin down the spectral parameters c, m and f in the idealised spectrum (3.1), for
which

Er =
c

4m4
+

c

4f2m2
(4.1)

Qr =
c

4m2
+

c

f2

[

log(kr/m) −
3

4

]

(4.2)
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Figure 13. Ensemble-averaged spectral parameters m(t) (bold), f(t) (thin) and c(t) (dashed)
for two truncation wavenumbers kr = 512 (left) and kr = 2048 (right). Note the logarithmic
scales. The units on the abscissa are arbitrary (the unscaled parameters are shown in Figure 14).
Reference slopes of ±1 are shown by the thick bold lines.
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Figure 14. Ensemble-averaged spectral parameters m(t) (bold), f(t) (thin) and c(t) (dashed)
for kr = 2048. Here the scales are linear.

we obtain m ∼ t−0.1702 for kr = 512 and m ∼ t−0.1676 for kr = 2048, which compares
exceptionally well with the theoretical prediction m ∼ t−1/6 (Dritschel et al. (2008)).
Similarly, we obtain c ∼ t−0.6822 for kr = 512 and c ∼ t−0.6715 for kr = 2048, which again
compares exceptionally well with c ∼ t−2/3 (Dritschel et al. (2008)).

The results for f are much less robust, with f ∼ t0.1188 for kr = 512 and f ∼ t0.2105

for kr = 2048. We argued for f ∼ t1/6 in §3 above. The discrepancy at early times
occurs because the spectrum has not yet filled out to kr. And at late times, numerical
inaccuracies may make Pr uncertain, particularly as Pr is dominated by the rapidly
fluctuating high-k end of the spectrum. Moreover, the theoretical prediction f ∼ t1/6

assumes that the enstrophy front d(t) grows exponentially with time. Yet despite these
uncertainties, the numerical data are not inconsistent with our model prediction.

Finally, a comparison of the numerical and ideal model enstrophy spectra at an inter-
mediate time of t = 40 is presented in Figure 15. The ideal spectrum is more peaked but
captures the spectral transitions around k = m and k = f , and closely matches the k−1
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The large-scale dynamics in classical two-dimensional Euler and surface quasigeostrophic flows are

studied by examining the evolution of the mean-square stream function ��2� and of the Fourier

mode �̂�k , t� for small wave number k= �k�. Upper bounds for ��2� and ��̂�k , t��2 are derived. The

growth of ��2� is at most quadratic in time t and nearly quadratic in time for surface

quasigeostrophic and Euler flows, respectively. At the modal level, it is found that ��̂�k , t��2

�ck2t2 and ��̂�k , t��2�c�t2, where c and c� are constant, for the surface quasigeostrophic and Euler

cases, respectively. These bounds imply a steep energy spectrum at small k respectively, k5 and k3.

The latter is consistent with previous statistical predictions and numerical results. © 2006 American

Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2424496�

The family of equations governing the advection of the

scalar �−���/2�, for ��0, in two-dimensional incompress-

ible flows described by the stream function � has been intro-

duced in the literature as a generalized model for two-

dimensional incompressible flows.
1

This family includes the

surface quasigeostrophic �SQG� equation, �=1, and the fa-

miliar vorticity equation �Euler�, �=2, both of which are the

subjects of the present study. The former equation governs

the advection of the surface temperature, which is equivalent

to �−��1/2�, of a stratified rotating fluid with zero bulk po-

tential vorticity. This equation has been widely studied for its

geophysical significance as well as for its analogy with the

three-dimensional Euler system.
2–10

Theoretical and numerical treatments of fluid flows have

been concerned predominantly with the behavior at small

scales. The large-scale behavior has received relatively little

attention.
11,12

By large-scale, we mean that the scales under

consideration are much larger than some characteristic length

scale of the flows, such as the energy-enstrophy centroid

scale in Euler flows. As the large and small scales in two-

dimensional fluids are known to be strongly coupled, both

scales arguably deserve equal attention. A manifestation of

this coupling in Euler flows is that the enstrophy �half mean-

square vorticity� available for direct transfer depends on the

amount of energy that gets inversely transferred and vice

versa. For this reason, examining the behavior of the large

scales may help us to better understand the small scales.

The excitation of the large scales and their evolution can

be understood by considering the dynamics of individual

Fourier modes �̂�k , t� of � for small wave numbers k= �k�.
Alternatively, one can study other dynamical quantities asso-

ciated with the large scales. For the SQG and Euler equa-

tions, the respective quadratic quantities ���−��1/4��2�
and �����2�, where �·� denotes a spatial average, are con-

served and transferred to the large scales �inverse transfer�.

This preferential transfer necessarily entails a growth of

���−�����2� for ��1/4, including nonpositive values.
13

This

growth is associated with the excitation of the large scales

and their dynamics. Such growth quantifies the inverse trans-

fer in many ways. In particular, it is directly related to both

the spectral extent and temporal behavior of the inverse

transfer.
14

This Letter derives explicit upper bounds for the growth

in time of ��2� for both the two-dimensional SQG and Euler

equations. Analogous bounds for the growth of the modal

power ��̂�k , t��2, for small k, are also obtained. It is found

that ��2� can grow at most as rapidly as quadratic in time for

SQG flows and nearly so in Euler flows. In both cases, the

growth of ��̂�k , t��2 is at most quadratic in time and propor-

tional to a non-negative power of k. The latter dependence is

consistent with a steep slope of the energy spectrum at large

scales.

The SQG equation is

�t�− ��1/2� + J„�,�− ��1/2�… = 0, �1�

where J�f ,g�= fxgy − fygx. The motion is assumed to be con-

fined to a doubly periodic domain of finite size L, and all

fields are assumed to have zero average. The stream function

can then be expressed as

��x,t� = �
k

�̂�k,t�exp	ik · x
 , �2�

where x= �x ,y�, k=2�L−1�kx ,ky�, with kx and ky integers not

simultaneously zero, and �̂�k , t�= �̂*�−k , t�, where the aster-

isk denotes the complex conjugate. In �1�, the operator

�−��1/2 is defined by

�− ��1/2��x,t� = �
k

k�̂�k,t�exp	ik · x
 .a�
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